Rookie Corner - 189

by Metman

1

Across
1 L. Orient is in the
lowest order (5)

2

9 Heracles perhaps
appears in dodge
I'm arranging (7)
10 Barter with the
queen for driver
(7)

12

13

16

17

18

22

25

29

13 Reformed demon
leaves Ohio and
finds energy to
change for the
better (5)

17 Northern dish
drops calories and
is drunk (5)
19 Sort of green
mixture (5)
21 Uncovered
gripping gravity
reminder (5)
23 Is this moved
further towards
the stern later? (5)

5

6

7

8

10

11

21

11 The Spanish of
Paris have united
to avoid capture
(5)

16 This might be a
month (3)

4

9

4 Accessible royal
dynasty gives
unlimited
hospitality (4,5)

15 One part of a
broadcast serial
(3)

3

14

15

19

23

26

30

20

24

27

28

31

32

33

34

4 I dole out for an
OAP (5)

19 Corporation
measure? (5)

29 Unbridled
memory makes
one gasp (7)

5 Oddly, Einstein, at
the beginning held
a medical
qualification (3)

20 Exaggerate? I
heard so (9)

31 Left to flounder? Not on a log! (7)

6 Badger a canine
(5)

33 Animal sort of can
attack vigorously
(5,4)

7 Calculating it's
value should solve
your problem (7)

34 Pound to always
exert force (5)

8 Sadness is defined
as losing head for
bird (5)

28 What's all this
then, a greeting?
(5)

Down

24 Informal account
indicates military
staff position (3)

1 A damsel in
distress - could be
his fault (6,3)

12 Different
directions that
hold the upper
class to follow (5)

25 My Missus
actually carries a
bag (3)

2 Our army is
shaken but holds
weaponry (7)

14 Build in
devastated Crete
(5)

26 French
philosopher
returns for spice
(5)

3 Label is child s
play (3)

18 One in Paris has
weapon to take
away (5)

22 There has to be a
point when using
this system (7)
24 Part of telephone
viva is scrambled
for place in the
Levant (3,4)
25 Knock out an
inferior side (5)
26 Vehicle held by
gutted spy - it's
frightening (5)
27 Supplier of food
flavouring (5)
30 Also stood
unprotected (3)
32 Rosalyn enjoys a
Spanish bread
additive (3)

